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L ately, I’ve come across quite a few
reviews of novels and films that the
reviewers had anticipated with such

complex feelings that they couldn’t write
a critique without writing about them-
selves.

J.K. Rowling’s first non-Harry Potter
novel is like that; so is the film version of
Stephen Chbosky’s novel The Perks of Be-
ing a Wallflower: It’s impossible to ap-
proach them without a head loaded with
expectations and personal prejudice. So
here’s me tossing my first-person hat in
the ring: I just finished Irvine Welsh’s

Skagboys, and I really
liked it. But it’s a little
more complicated than
that.

Skagboys is the “pre-
quel” to Welsh’s first
novel, the smash hit
Trainspotting, which in-
troduced us to a hand-
ful of charming heroin
addicts from the dan-
gerous and dreary
housing schemes (i.e.,
projects) of Edinburgh

in 1993.
Written in frenetic, phonetic Scottish

English, the novel was alive with wit and
jaded sociopolitical wisdom, and it was
hard not to fall for the guys, with their
gallows humor and colorful turns of
phrase. Welsh has published several nov-
els since then, and many readers, fans
and reviewers alike, feel that his light has
dimmed a bit in the intervening years.
The Bedroom Secrets of the Master Chefs
is the only one I read, and I found it limp
and try-hard, a caricature of the electric
crackle and black comedy he’s capable of.

All of this should explain the excite-
ment I felt when I learned that his new
book was not only about the Trainspotting
guys, but was composed largely of materi-
al he wrote while he worked on that first
book. More of the scuzzy adventures of
the dashing Mark Renton, the well-read
smackhead who can take down a Marga-
ret Thatcher fiscal policy in a single
snark? Oh, yes. Bring it on.

While Trainspotting plunked us down in
the middle of the guys’ addiction, Skag-
boys, set about one year earlier, tells us
how they got there. The story is told in
turns by Renton, the post-punk philoso-
pher; mush-mouthed, sweet-natured
Spud; that psychopath Begbie; Tommy,
who’s too wholesome to do anything but
drink at the pub; and Alison, the lone
woman who gets a story and point of
view. Funny, likable and tough without
being callous, she deserves her own
book.

Renton starts out at Aberdeen Universi-
ty, getting into one music fad after anoth-
er and quoting Kierkegaard like a champ.

He has more going for him than the kids
he grew up with, but he’s haunted by a
death in the family and dragged down by
a depressive nature. (“Story ay ma life.
Always somewhere I shouldnae be. Like
planet Earth.”) Then heroin enters their
hard-partying social scene, and during
their slide into full-fledged addiction, the
gang do some robbing, move to London,
land in rehab, fall in love, even briefly
hold jobs. They’re busy living, in their
messy way, but in another sense nothing
much happens; it’s like Ulysses that way.

Unlike many stories that are told in
more than one voice, this one is even in
tone and consistently engaging. Its char-
acters’ difficult dialect and liberal use of
slang make the reading slow going at
first, but it’s worth the effort: You’ll want
to hear the boys’ epic, comic tales of get-
ting drunk on trains and being chased
through town by the cops told in that
real, “schemie” voice. Welsh’s own turn
of phrase is as evocative as ever, too: “ …
he paused, as if he was rearranging the
furniture in a room in his heid.”

So the language is gorgeous, but the
writing isn’t always perfect. The book
has moments that try too hard to shock,
like the gross-out bathroom humor that
tells us nothing about the characters (ex-
cept that they’re gross, which we knew).
There are also a couple of coincidences
that beggar belief and serve only to high-
light the characters’ degradation in a
way that seems amateurish and over-the-
top: Sick Boy selling his drug-addicted,
underage girlfriend into prostitution to
the same cop who pointlessly murdered
her father is the most notable of these.
But to the extent that any of these ele-
ments are childish, they serve as a touch-
ing reminder that this was initially part
of Welsh’s sparkling first novel. Because
ironically, and despite the death’s head

that shadows it, Skagboys’ youthful vigor
is ultimately one of its most winning fea-
tures.

With short chapters called “Notes on
an Epidemic,” Welsh reports coldly on
unemployment, heroin use, and the cir-
cumstances that contributed to making
Edinburgh the “AIDS capital of Europe”
in the ’80s. But while he flirts with the
desire to address the big question — Why
do some people turn to drugs when oth-
ers don’t? — he really
only makes a few sug-
gestions.

Mostly, Welsh wants
us to know these guys,
to feel their humanity,
and in that respect the
novel is nothing short
of a masterpiece. It
ends up being about a
lot of things, but per-
haps more than any-
thing, it’s about pover-
ty and shame, person-
al tragedy and the way
it dogs you, and the
higher price that peo-
ple who cope by clam-
ming up pay for living.

All its many virtues notwithstanding,
I’ve tried to explain to myself why I enjoy
being immersed in Welsh’s world as
much as I do. It’s been said that he roman-
ticizes drug use, making it seem funny
and sexy, and although his stories are
often funny and occasionally sexy, I don’t
think he means to glamorize his charac-
ters’ tough circumstances. There’s too
much railing against capitalism and
greed for me to believe that he thinks
anyone would choose to live this way,
everything else being equal — which, of
course, it isn’t.

It’s also been said — to some degree
correctly, I bet — that Welsh writes the
kinds of books that are read by people
who don’t usually read. I believe that this
is supposed to mean that he has found a
way to speak to a certain experience of
life that feels not “literary,” but real. This
feeling of authenticity is certainly a part
of what made Trainspotting, and this new
book, so good.

But the appeal of Welsh’s writing goes
deeper still. I savored this big book, carry-
ing it around with me for two weeks, and
did not want it to end, and I came to this
conclusion: The reason people love
Welsh’s novels and the characters in
them is that Welsh loves them so much.
The affection he feels permeates every-
thing he describes, from the sun setting
behind Edinburgh’s ancient castle to
some random act of violence in a grubby
corner pub.

Like a benevolent God, he wants his
people to do well, but he loves them even
when they don’t.

Katie Haegele is the author of “White
Elephants: On Yard Sales, Relationships, &
Finding Out What Was Missing” (Microcosm
Publishing).
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I n our modern world, where so much
experience is diluted and mediated
through digital technologies, Beth

Kephart’s novel, replete with sights and
smells and sounds filtered through the
eyes of a young woman on the cusp of
adulthood, seems compellingly immedi-
ate — and as far away as a country once
visited and now living on the margins of
memory.

For so much of this young adult novel,
set in southern Spain in the mid-1990s, is
about sensing.

As Kenzie experiences the sights and
smells and voices of the foreign land
where her mother has sent the high
school student to bear her child after she
gets pregnant, readers are drawn into
this dislocating world, too.

Although Kenzie’s turmoil gradually
evolves into something more complicat-
ed, the foreignness of the landscape and
idiosyncrasies of the characters are the
backdrop for a story that in itself is about
what happens when a young life is turned
inside out.

Near the book’s beginning, the heroine,
newly arrived in southern Spain, nar-
rates her impressions: “there are olive
trees and orange trees and the smell of
gasoline mixed up with citrus. Cyclists
going by at a fast-whiz pace. Farmers in
long-sleeved striped shirts. The sky has
started turning silver, and then there are
small pieces of blue, and soon the land-
scape is nothing but a blast-up of green
and haze.”

Not to mention the sight of bull carcass-
es hanging on the walls of Los Nietos, the
ranch where Kenzie, a high school senior
from the Philadelphia area, will work as a
cook’s assistant until her baby is born.

Or the songs and talismans of gypsies,
who weave their way in and out of the
narrative, forming a colorful counter-
point to the main story.

Mourning her father, who died the fall
of her senior year, the 18-year-old was as
close to her father she is as alienated
from her mother, whom she scornfully
describes as a “Main Line party planner.”

When she chooses (contrary to the tact-

fully phrased suggestions of her boy-
friend) to continue the pregnancy, her
mother sends her to Spain as a cook’s
assistant. After the baby is born, her
mother has arranged, through a friend,
for a Spanish couple to adopt the child.

Kenzie is a talented high school senior
(Shipley, in a nod to local readers), and
on her way to the Newhouse School of
Communications at Syracuse University.
Her boyfriend Kevin, the baby’s father, is
an equally gifted young man who is going
to Yale University in the fall, and not
interested in a detour.

The novel, set in southern Spain, is peo-
pled with characters that could have
walked, slightly altered, out of a Heming-
way novel.

Miguel breeds bulls and lovingly tends
them, until the day when he will send
them off to the bullring.

“Bullfighting is poetry and mind, he
tells me, and when his bulls die well, he
does not feel the sadness; he feels the
pride.”

Estela, the dour, aging cook, has her
own secrets dating to Spain under Fran-
co — passions and regrets that will even-
tually prove key in spotlighting Kenzie’s
own decisions. Kephart describes Este-
la’s cooking with such precision and in-

tensity that parts of the book almost rise
to the level of erotic gastronomy.

Then there is Esteban, a young man
Kenzie’s age, with a hypnotic way with
birds and horses. Esteban has a spare
manner of speech that means that when
he speaks, it matters — an ongoing con-
trast with the friendly, popular, and ulti-
mately unreliable
Kevin. As Kenzie’s re-
lationships with the
ranch inhabitants
deepen, so does her
connection to the life
growing within her,
whom she imagines,
and addresses as
“you.”

“ ‘What are you go-
ing to do?’ Kevin had
asked me, making it
my choice, and you
mine, drawing the
fine line between us,”
Kenzie recalls.

Ultimately, the
book is about choices,
some made in the heat of emotion, and
few of them easy. “The present is now,
and there are consequences,” Kenzie
thinks. “I’m either hurting other people
or I’m hurting myself.”

In a novel where most of the characters
are drawn with empathy and care, the
only one who really doesn’t work is one
who is physically absent — Kenzie’s moth-
er. Though the author shows flashes of
sympathy for the widow’s predicament,
the character seems too bad to be true.

As seen through the eyes of her alienat-
ed child, Mom, who starts a business and
seeks another mate while her late hus-
band’s body is barely cold, comes off as a
cartoon: selfish, cold, judgmental, and
generally a walking disaster.

But if the central premise of the nov-
el is going to work, perhaps she has to
be.

If you put the Main Line monster mom
out of mind, Small Damages is an often
sad, quietly hopeful, and always vivid
book that underlines the veracity of a
therapeutic aphorism — love is, indeed,
always a decision.

Elizabeth Eisenstadt Evans is an Episcopal
priest and a freelance writer. Contact her at
bellettreliz@hotmail.com.

The new book
uses material
Welsh wrote for
“Trainspotting.”

Beth Kephart sets
the young-adult
novel in the
mid-1990s.

I ’m good in an emergency, but first I have to
know it’s an emergency.

With Hurricane Sandy, I didn’t.
The first problem was the name.
One of my best friends is named Sandy, and I

love that name, so when I heard that Hurricane
Sandy was on her way, I wasn’t worried. If you
want me to worry about a hurricane, name it Sa-
tan.

For Hurricane Satan, I’d move the porch furni-
ture.

But for Hurricane Sandy, I didn’t even buy a
flashlight.

At the time, I was working around the clock to
meet my deadline for the next Rosato & Associates
book. I had a generator that would keep power to
the computer and the refrigerator, which was all
any girl needs.

Also I was working beside the puppies, who were
in their fifth week of life, so I was encased in a
furry cocoon of adorableness.

Hurricane Puppy Breath.
Sandy was due to strike on Monday, but the

weekend before I still wasn’t worried, even with all
the hurricane reports on TV. Every time I looked
up from the computer, the TV showed red swaths
over Pennsylvania, but they looked like gift rib-
bons, and then the newscaster started talking
about spaghetti bands.

Another misnomer.
If you want me to worry about something, don’t

call it spaghetti. I love spaghetti. Call it something
that worries me, like Internal Revenue Service
bands.

Or something I hate:
Independence Blue Cross bands.
Or that I dread:
Tech Support bands.
The only thing that started to worry me were TV

reports about New York City, where Daughter
Francesca lives. Increasingly, by Sunday, the TV
news showed New York wrapped in tons of red
ribbons, and I began to worry about my puppy.

Er, I mean, my daughter.
So I called Francesca, and we talked all Sunday

morning because we couldn’t decide whether she
should come home. Her apartment was downtown
near the Hudson River, but it hadn’t flooded in the
last hurricane. My thinking wasn’t clear, either
because I was preoccupied with my book, in major
denial, or middle-aged in general. At one point, I
remember asking her, “But is there really that
much water around New York?”

Francesca answered, gently, “Mom, Manhattan
is an island. And they call it the Eastern Seaboard
for a reason.”

But while we were dithering, Mayor Michael Bloom-
berg announced that her building was in a mandatory
evacuation zone, and she had to evacuate.

Yikes.
So our decision was made for us, but by then, we

didn’t know how to get Francesca home. I worried
about leaving the puppies for that long to go pick
her up, and she couldn’t take a train, since Amtrak
doesn’t allow dogs, even in a proper carrier.

Yes, dogs rule our lives.
But we’ll blame Amtrak, for being anti-canine.
In fact, let’s add Amtrak to our spaghetti bands

list. After all, they call it the Northeast Corridor
and there’s no corridor.

The point is, words have meaning, people. Espe-
cially in an emergency.

But as luck would have it, my best friend, Fran-
ca, was in New York that Sunday, running in a race
with her daughter Jessica, because that’s the kind
of cool girls they are. Franca generously offered to
pick up Francesca and bring her home, and I took
her up on her offer, so Francesca arrived home in a
driving rainstorm Sunday night.

In the nick of time.
We lost power an hour later, and for the next

four days, but we could rely on the generator until
it ran out of propane. We had no Internet, TV, or
phone, so we were cut off from the world, like an
involuntary writer’s retreat. We worked and met
our deadlines, and when the power returned, we
switched on the TV and learned how very lucky we
had been, and how many people were suffering in
New Jersey, New York, Delaware, and so many
other places, having lost their possessions, homes,
and businesses, and some even their lives.

But we also saw police, firefighters, EMTs, the
National Guard, and neighbors helping each other,
and we talked about how lucky we were in Franca,
who had gone so far out of her way to bring
Francesca home.

And we thought about the true meaning of
words. Not words like Eastern Seaboard or corri-
dor, but like friendship, gratitude, and love.

Thank you, Franca, for being such an amazing
friend.

And thank you to everyone who has gone out of
his way to help someone in need because of Hurri-
cane Sandy.

You’re all invited over.
For spaghetti.

Lisa Scottoline and Francesca Serritella’s new book, “Meet
Me at Emotional Baggage Claim,” will be in bookstores
Tuesday. Go to www.scottoline.com for tour dates.

Of spaghetti
bands and an

excellent friend
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The newscaster started talking
about spaghetti bands. I love
spaghetti. If you want me to
worry, call it something that
worries me, like IRS bands.
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How ‘Trainspotting’ crew came to be

Pregnant girl in strange land
“Small Damages,” set in a vivid Spain, is about love and choices, passions and regrets.
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